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Nomenclature 

 

   acceleration, also speed of sound (= ) 

   system matrix    

   direction cosine matrix, input matrix   

   output matrix    

  drag coefficient  =  

  skin friction coefficient  =  

  lift coefficient  =  

  lift force coefficient slope  =  

  rolling moment coefficient  =  

  pitching moment coefficient =  

  pitching moment coefficient slope =  

+ ̇  sum of the pitch damping coefficients + ̇ = ( ∗) + ( ̇ ∗) 
  Magnus moment coefficient slope =   

  yawing moment coefficient =  

  pressure coefficient  =  
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  base drag coefficient   

  normal force coefficient  =  

  normal force coefficient slope =  

  Magnus force coefficient slope =   

   vehicle diameter   

   Degree-of-Freedom 

   frequency   

   force    

   angular momentum    

,   dimensionless moments of inertia =  , =  

, ,  moments of inertia  , ,  products of inertia  

   proportional gain 

   vehicle length, reference length    

   cost function, rolling moment, scale length , ,  lift, drag and side force   , ,  applied moments   

  vehicle mass  

  moment 

  Mach number   =  
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  dimensional stability derivate =  

  dimensional stability derivate =  

  dimensional control derivate =  

   load factor   

   navigation gain   

  vehicle spin rate   ̂  dimensionless spin   ̂ = ∗ , ,  angular velocities   

   kinetic pressure  =   , , ,  quaternions 

   specific gas constant 

  Reynolds number   =  

   Laplace variable   

   reference area    

  Strouhal number   =  

  vehicle base area   

  vehicle wetted area  ∑ ( − ) ( + ) 

   time   
   time-to-go   

∗  characteristic time   ∗ =  
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   temperature, period of time , ,  velocity components in the body coordinate system 

   vehicle velocity   , ,   coordinate system , ,  applied forces in the body coordinate system  

  dimensional stability derivate =  

 

Greek Letters 

 

   angle of attack, total angle of attack 

   angle of sideslip, shock-wave angle 

   flight path angle, ratio of specific heats 

   vehicle body local slope, control surface deflection   

  dimensionless mass  =  

   kinematic viscosity   
   density of air   ,    damping ratio, angular velocity, spectral density   
   standard deviation   
   time constant   , ,  Euler angles Ω   spatial density   
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Subscripts 

 

   body, base   
   commanded, closing 

   closed loop   
   fin, friction   
   flight   
   target ∞   free stream 
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1 Introduction 
 

1.1 Background 
 

A vehicle flying in atmosphere passes through a thin gas layer near a huge mass the Earth. The 

medium (air) on the other hand retards the flight but also provides means to overcome Earth’s 

gravity. In order to make the flight happen in a controlled manner, one must know the forces caused 

by the air not only to overcome the resistance with a proper choice of power unit but also to 

maintain a proper flight attitude. An inclined flight attitude creates the lifting force needed to stay 

airborne. This perception is often attributed to Sir George Cayley at the end of 18th century 

(Anderson 1990).  

In addition, one must be able to change the attitude and flight direction to allow any airborne 

vehicle carry out a given mission. To ensure the successful flight of an unmanned aerial vehicle, 

several fields of science are needed. In this thesis, the branch of flight mechanics is the main issue. 

Aerodynamics, control, guidance and optimization are the other topics, and these are discussed with 

respect to the flight mechanics of a vehicle. 

The topic of flight mechanics typically consists of equations of motion (EOM) formulated and 

solved in many different ways depending on the application of interest. This branch of mechanics 

actually predicts where and how a vehicle will fly in the time domain. A linearized, frequency 

domain approach to the flight mechanics is also utilized in order to limit the number of non-linear 

computations. There is also a third adjoint approach present in the considerations, and this is 

discussed in the context of vehicle guidance. 

Typically the most cumbersome issue in this field is the vehicle aerodynamics. A concept of 

“aerodynamic properties” is generally used to describe the interaction between the vehicle and the 

medium, air, around it. Traditionally the interaction has been expressed via an aerodynamic model 

(Cook 2013), which typically consists of a large amount of dimensionless numbers, coefficients and 

derivatives as a function of proper scaling parameters, vehicle attitude, attitude rates, and control 

surface deflections, etc.  

Alternatively, the aerodynamic properties may be solved in real time while the vehicle penetrates 

through the air. This approach typically requires huge computing power that is mostly not available. 
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Additionally, there are some other difficulties involved in the fairly complex process and the 

technology is perhaps not entirely at a matured phase. This kind of a laborious approach is beyond 

the scope of the present work. In this thesis, the traditional approach is applied while the flight 

mechanics analysis is performed. The aerodynamic model is of a key importance for vehicle flight 

studies. 

Atmospheric disturbances may have a strong influence on the flight and are introduced into 

computer simulations through the aerodynamic model. Particularly, the effects of small-scale 

velocity fluctuations are considered in this thesis and discussed as the non-linear equations of 

motion are introduced. The possible linear approach is not discussed in this context.  

A very important aspect of the flight of an unmanned aerial vehicle is the control of the vehicle. 

The flight control authority is provided via a flight-control system and deflecting control surfaces 

and/or jets. Typically an airborne vehicle has the pitch and yaw controlling devices at the rear part 

in the tail and the roll-controlling means in the wing further away from the vehicle symmetry line. 

In this way, one achieves arm lengths for the controlling devices which makes the turning of the 

vehicle possible. Simultaneously, the aerodynamic force vector turns, and the flight path of the 

vehicle will turn as well. This described approach to the moment control is the most typical way to 

steer an airborne vehicle. The controlling loop is generally closed and the control decisions are 

made by the guidance system based on the measured current states and commands. An atmospheric 

flying vehicle may also be aerodynamically unstable, and hence the controlling system must also 

ensure the vehicle stability. 

The field of guidance obviously deals with commanding a controlled vehicle to carry out a 

mission as planned. No navigation algorithm is studied in particular but the common scheme of  

proportional navigation is applied throughout the thesis. A method called the adjoint is introduced 

at this point and possibilities for optimization of a vehicle manoeuvring are considered using this 

method. The adjoint method itself is not developed in this thesis but a journal paper illustrating the 

topic (Paper IV) has been included. So far, this powerful technique does not seem to be widely used 

and particularly it appears so in civilian applications of mechanics. 

The optimization has many applications in the field of aviation. In this thesis it is employed in 

order to maximize the distance between two moving vehicles. In addition, related to the 

aerodynamics an optimization method is utilized for minimizing the aerodynamic drag by shaping 

the vehicle geometry properly. 
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1.2 Objectives 
 

The aim of this doctoral thesis has been to study several phenomena present in the atmospheric 

flight of unmanned vehicles. The thesis is therefore somewhat multidisciplinary and diversified 

based on topics the author has studied during the past decades.  

More specifically this study focuses on the following issues: 

- High angle of attack flight of a fast spinning vehicle. An aerodynamic interaction called the 

Magnus phenomenon and its time-dependent effects are studied. The focus is particularly on 

consequences for the vehicle stability. Possibilities to limit a bullet terminal velocity and 

range with the aid of the Magnus effect are considered. 

- Shock wave effects on the pressure distribution at the low supersonic speeds. A modification 

of the Newtonian theory is the scope in order to extend applicability of this simple method to 

cover the whole supersonic speed regime. The novel method developed is used to estimate a 

vehicle pressure drag.  

- Use of a smart structure (turning fins) in order to control the vehicle flight. Particularly the 

disturbances caused by weather, and launch, etc. on unguided flight are to be reduced. 

- Optimization with the aim of minimizing a vehicle aerodynamic drag utilizing the novel 

method developed for the computation of pressure distribution. Another application of the 

optimization is also utilized to maximize the distance between two airborne vehicles. A large 

distance is looked for as a consequence of a fierce and properly scheduled manoeuvre. 

 

1.3 Research Methods 
 

The approach of the research work is mostly computational with no experimental portion 

present. Besides the use of commercial software packages also new simulation programs were 

written and verified during the thesis elaboration. The methods applied were mostly those available 

in the scientific literature. However, also a novel method for aerodynamics was developed in the 

theoretical part of the thesis. A large part of the work involved analyzing the computed results. The 

numerical simulations produced extensive data which were only partly validated since experimental 

data found for the purposes are very limited. The same concerns the published computational 

studies. Nevertheless, some inherent well-known phenomena were properly discovered though. 
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1.4 Dissertation Structure 
 

Papers I deals with aerodynamic coupling phenomena of a fast spinning vehicle at high angles of 

attack, and furthermore its flight mechanic consequences. Paper II presents the vehicle guidance 

studies in a dual space, i.e. an adjoint approach. Paper III focuses on the benefits of smart structures 

to control a flying vehicle, and Paper IV is about the supersonic aerodynamics. The optimality is 

considered in Paper II with respect to a manoeuvring effectivity. The optimization topic is 

investigated also in the context of the aerodynamic drag minimization. Finally Paper V is about the 

effects caused by atmospheric disturbances on the flight orientation of an airborne vehicle. The 

focus in the paper is on a momentary radar cross section of a vehicle. 

This summary is structured as follows. Chapter 2 gives a short introduction to the methodologies 

applied and Chapter 3 includes some selected results and discussion. In Chapter 4, conclusions are 

given and directions for future research are indicated. The research topics listed in Section 1.2 are 

scrutinized separately in the text in order to keep it organized and easier to read. The discussion is 

mostly extended beyond the brief and limited presentation of the actual papers. 

In Chapter 2, the presentation is organized according to the theories involved branch by branch 

starting from the major topic of the thesis. 
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2  Overview of the Methodology 

 

2.1 Vehicle Flight Mechanics 
 

The theory of flight mechanics is at a mature state and no methods are developed in this thesis. 

The equations of motion are mostly utilized in the non-linear form. The non-linear approach in the 

time-domain includes six degrees of freedom (6-DoF) and is basically accurate for the rigid vehicles 

considered. The approach was also supported by the linearized analysis in order to reduce the 

number of trajectory simulations needed to understand the phenomena. The linear analysis is also 

the design method applied as a vehicle control analysis is carried out. Besides the aforementioned, a 

pseudo non-linear 5-DoF scheme in the time domain was also employed to verify adjoint results 

obtained for a guided vehicle. The following discussion is mainly based on presentations by 

Blakelock (1991), Cook (2013), Etkin (1982), Zarchan (1997) and Zipfel (2000). 

 

2.1.1 Equations of Motion 
 

The equations of motion were written in the coordinate system shown in Fig. 1. The equations 

are based on Newton’s second law for translational and rotational motions. The law for the 

translational motion is = ( ) (1) 

where  is the sum of externally applied forces and  is the linear momentum. The corresponding 

expression for the angular motion is = ( ) (2) 

where  is the sum of externally applied moments and  is the angular momentum. The 

contributions of aerodynamics, control, guidance and optimization are basically introduced into the 

mechanics via the applied forces and moments. The left-hand side of Eq. (1) includes the gravity 

and fictitious terms are also present since the coordinate system is non-inertial. The right-hand side 

in the equations stands for the vehicle response to the aforementioned forces and moments. 
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Figure 1.  A coordinate system fixed to the vehicle mass centre (image by E. Salminen and the author).  

 

6-DoF Equations of Motion 

 

In three-dimensional space the approach yields six equations for the six degrees of freedom. We 

obtain non-linear ordinary differential equations 

 = ( ̇ + − ) (3) = ( ̇ + − ) (4) = ( ̇ + − ) (5) = ̇ + − + ( − ) + − − ̇ + − ̇  (6) 

= ̇ + ( − ) + − ̇ + ( − ) + − − ̇  (7) 

= ̇ + − + − − ̇ + − ̇ + ( − ) (8) 
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The total applied quantities of the left-hand side in Eqs. (1) and (2) are divided into the three 

orthogonal components (       in Eqs. (3-8)) for the trajectory simulations as sketched in 

Fig. 1. However, the aerodynamic force components seen in Fig. 1 (L = Lift, D = Drag and S = Side 

force) are in this case those in the wind coordinate system. Alternatively the aerodynamic model 

may include the components directly in the body coordinate system. Otherwise one must carry out 

the transformations needed during the flight path evaluation. Both practices are widely in use. 

The vehicle attitude with respect to an Earth-fixed coordinate system is typically expressed 

employing the Euler angles ,  and . The rotational transformation from inertial to rotating axes 

consists of a yaw through the angle , followed by a pitch through the angle , and finally a roll 

through the angle . Each Euler angle obeys a right-hand rule with respect to its axis. The order is 

important since the rotations do not commute. The component rotations are shown in Fig. 2.  

Due to the singularities. the Euler angles are not utilized in the computations but rather used 

afterwards to express the vehicle attitude easily and distinctly. As customary, quaternions are 

applied instead. The quaternions are a quadruplet of numbers that can be considered to be a 

generalization of complex numbers (Amoruso 1996). The imaginary quantity  may be thought of as 

a rotation operator. For quaternions there are three such quantities defined ,  and  corresponding 

to rotations about the ,  and  axes respectively. The quaternion is taken to be a quadruple = + + + . One may also reconsider the three rotation operators and treat them as 

an orthogonal set of unit vectors. A quaternion might thus be formally interpreted to consist of a 

scalar part and a vector part. It is noteworthy that the concept of vector did not exist at the time the 

quaternion approach was developed by Hamilton in 1843 (Zipfel 2000). 
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Figure 2. The coordinate rotations  (positive nose to right) and  (positive nose up). The rotations are 

carried out around the axis marked with the blue colour. The third rotation  is finally conducted 
around the vehicle centreline (on the right) as positive to the clockwise seen from the rear. 

 

A connection between the quaternion and the Euler angles may be written 

 

= ⎣⎢⎢
⎡cos( /2) cos( /2) cos( /2) + sin( /2) sin( /2) sin( /2)sin( /2) cos( /2) cos( /2) − cos( /2) sin( /2) sin( /2)cos( /2) sin( /2) cos( /2) + sin( /2) cos( /2) sin( /2)cos( /2) cos( /2) sin( /2) − sin( /2) sin( /2) cos( /2)⎦⎥⎥

⎤
 (9) 

 
The time rates of quaternion components are 

 ̇ ̇̇̇ = − 12 0− 0 −−− − 0 −0 +  (10) 

 
In order to keep the quaternion system orthogonal during the numerical solution, the following 

condition must hold 1 = + + +  (11) 

The term on the right in Eq. (10) maintains the required condition since there 

 = 1 − ( + + + ) (12) 
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The transformations between the coordinate systems are conducted with the aid of the direction 

cosine matrix  and its transpose. The matrix is 

 = + − − 2[ + ] 2[ − ]2[ − ] − + − 2[ + ]2[ + ] 2[ − ] − − +  (13) 

 

Finally, the Euler angles are solved from the connections 

 sin = 2[ − ] (14) 

tan = 2[ + ]+ − −  (15) 

tan = 2[ + ]− − +  (16) 

 

Atmospheric Effects on Flight 

 

Atmosphere is present in many ways in the left-hand side of the equations of motion. For 

example, a gust will alter the vehicle’s velocity and its orientation with respect to the air, and 

consequently the kinetic pressure and aerodynamic properties are influenced. 

The effects of small-scale velocity fluctuations, i.e. the turbulence, are one of the topics in this 

thesis. The effect of turbulence is taken into account by utilizing the statistical approach of the 

Dryden method (Zipfel 2000). This approach includes the assumption that the statistical properties 

of the turbulence are stationary, isotropic, homogenous, and larger than the vehicle. The turbulence 

is characterized with a standard deviation, a power spectral density and a scale length. The turbulent 

field is considered as frozen with a spatial frequency of Ω radians per meter, which translates to the 

frequency domain presentation via the connection Ω = . The notation stands for a vehicle 

velocity. The frequency is made non-dimensional by introducing a concept of turbulence scale 

length . 

Turbulent air consists not only of waves of a single frequency, but it covers the whole spectrum. 

The power spectral density is modelled by the following equations of the Dryden functions for the 

longitudinal, lateral and vertical directions with the ( ), ( ) and ( ) respectively. 
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 ( ) = 2 11 +  (17) 

( ) = 1 + 31 +  (18) 

( ) = 1 + 31 +  (19) 

In (17)-(19) the standard deviations ,  and  represent the intensity of the turbulence and 

,  and  the scale lengths in the three spatial dimensions. 

 

Pseudo 5-DoF Equations of Motion 

 

The time-domain scheme applied for guided vehicles includes only five degrees of freedom. The 

lateral moment equations are replaced by suitable transfer functions, which implies the term 

“pseudo” occasionally used in the literature. The longitudinal moment equation is absent in the 

considerations. A connection between the lateral acceleration  of a vehicle and a commanded 

value  is obtained from  = 11 + 2 + (1 + ) (20) 

One first-order and one quadratic pole are seen to describe the vehicle control system and the 

body response in this case. The notations , ,  and  stand for the Laplace variable, the vehicle 

body damping ratio, the angular velocity and the time constant of a control system. The 

corresponding angular velocity  of the vehicle for the EOM integration is obtained from 

 = ̇ + ̇       (21) 
 

in which ̇  and ̇  are the angle of attack and the flight path angle rates, respectively. These 

quantities are solved from  
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 ̇ = − ̇

 (22) 

=  (23) 

̇ = −  (24) 

where  is the vehicle velocity,  the vehicle mass,  the vehicle lateral acceleration,  the 

normal force coefficient slope, and  the reference area. The abbreviation =  is for the 

kinetic pressure in Eq. (23). 

 

2.1.2 Linear Analysis 
 

The linear analysis is performed according to Etkin (1982). The equations of motion are 

linearized at first by assuming small perturbations. After that, they are Laplace-transformed and the 

characteristic polynomial is obtained  

 [2 ] + − − 2 + ̇ + − ̂ − 2 ̂   

+ − ̂ − 2 + ̂ + ̂ − 2 ̂ = 0 (25) 

 

The notations are 
 

dimensionless mass   =  

dimensionless moments of inertia  =    , =  

mass, moments of inertia            

Laplace variable    

normal force coefficient slope  =  

pitching moment coefficient slope  =  
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sum of the pitch damping moment coefficients  + ̇ = ( ∗) + ( ̇ ∗) 
Magnus force coefficient slope  =   

Magnus moment coefficient slope  =   

dimensionless spin    ̂ = ∗ 

characteristic time    ∗ =  

vehicle velocity, density of air         
reference area and length         

 

The Eigenvalues of the system are solved numerically. Equation (25) is valid for a spin-

stabilized vehicle and in this presentation it contains only the most important aerodynamic effects. 

 

2.1.3 Solution of the Equations 
 

The solution schema is depicted in Fig. 3. The equations of motion are integrated numerically in 

time to obtain the solution for the flight path. The linearized, frequency domain roots are also 

solved simultaneously, as shown in Fig. 3. The results obtained are those shown on the right. After 

a short time-step taken one needs to update all the data describing the properties of the vehicle and 

the atmosphere (network on the left). After that, the next integration step is taken. 
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Figure 3.  Schema of the solution of the equations of motion (EOM). 

 

The time domain equations are solved making use of the standard explicit fourth-order Runge-

Kutta algorithm (Press et al. 1992). The traditional approach was chosen even though some higher 

order methods are known to provide better accuracy for longer step-sizes without a simultaneous 

need to ensure that the quaternion system remains orthogonal. The computational load to maintain 

the orthogonality is after all considered negligible. The complex roots of the characteristic equation 

in the frequency domain are solved utilizing the method of Laguerre (Press et al. 1992). 

 

2.2 Vehicle Aerodynamics 
 

2.2.1 Background 
 

Basically all the phenomena studied in this thesis contribute to the flight of an unmanned vehicle 

through its aerodynamics. For example, a controlling command may change a vehicle’s external 

form and therefore the interaction between the flow and the vehicle. As a consequence, the angle of 

attack  and the vehicle flight path change in a controlled manner. 

For the trajectory simulations, the aerodynamic properties of a vehicle are described using the 

aerodynamic model which includes the data in a dimensionless, numerical form. The dimensionless 

data, aerodynamic coefficients, are typically given at least as a function of Mach number and the 

angle of attack  (defined in Fig. 1). The momentary coefficient values for the flight mechanical 
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analysis are interpolated from the model between every time step of the trajectory simulation. The 

quantities with proper dimensions are then obtained according to the definitions applied. 

The Mach number  is a measure of the flow compressibility and expresses a ratio of inertia 

and elastic forces in the flow. The Reynolds number  expresses a ratio of inertia and viscous 

forces and the Strouhal number  is associated with an oscillating flow mechanism. The 

dimensionless parameters are defined as 

=  (26) 

=  (27) 

=  (28) 

where  is the vehicle velocity,  the air density,  the speed of sound,  the reference length,  the 

frequency, and  the kinematic viscosity. 

The Mach number is the ratio of the air-directed motion and a random thermal motion of 

molecules, since the latter is related to the propagation speed of small disturbances. In the schema, 

the vehicle is stationary and the air is moving with respect to the vehicle. This parameter is probably 

the most important scaling factor for airborne vehicle aerodynamics. However, in this thesis the 

Reynolds and Strouhal numbers are considered occasionally more important, particularly for the 

small scale geometry at the low Mach numbers studied in Paper I. In Paper I the numerical flow 

analysis was performed only for the flow velocities below 50 m/s. The flow can be regarded 

incompressible in that regime. In addition, all the interesting phenomena of the flight studied in 

Paper I take place in the low speed region. 

 

2.2.2 Aerodynamic Model 
 

There are many theoretical, computational and experimental ways to obtain the data in order to 

construct the aerodynamic model. In this thesis, all these approaches are present even though the 

experimental data applied is based only on the literature. The experimental data is typically 

obtained utilizing a wind-tunnel or a radar. These topics are not discussed since they are beyond the 

scope of this thesis.  
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The computational approach was particularly applied in Paper I. The flow field around the 

geometry considered was solved numerically employing two software packages OpenFOAM 

(OpenCFD 2012) and Fluent (ANSYS 2012). The double effort was carried out to verify the 

simulation models. In the approach, the space around the body is discretized and the governing 

differential equations are solved numerically. The boundary conditions required to obtain a solution 

of the partial differential equations include, for example, a no-slip condition on the body surface. 

The flow field solved gives, among the other results, pressure and skin friction distributions on the 

vehicle surface. The aerodynamic forces and moments which are exerted on the body are obtained 

by integrating these distributions. Finally, dimensionless aerodynamic coefficients are composed 

based on the integrated quantities. The typical dimensionless presentation used also in this work is 

based on the dimensional analysis. The approach of dimensional analysis is treated exclusively by 

many textbooks concerning fluid dynamics, for example (Blevins 1984). 

As an example of the simulated flow field, Fig. 4 shows streamlines near a generic bullet surface. 

The bullet angle of attack is 90° and the flight velocity is 50 m/s. The understanding of the present 

phenomena requires not only considering the integrated values but also studying details of the flow 

fields solved. 

 

Figure 4. Streamlines on the surface of a bullet at 90° of angle of attack. The arrows show the flow 
direction. The flow separation line is clearly visible on the side of body. 
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A quicker and less accurate approach in this thesis to compute the aerodynamic coefficients is to 

utilize simplified engineering methods. After many assumptions and theory simplifications, one 

may be able to find a simple closed-form approach to estimate the coefficients, for instance the lift 

coefficient . A well-known method for this is, e.g. the widely used slender body theory, see 

(Nielsen 1960). According to the theory, the lift coefficient slope is obtained from 

= 2  (29) 

where  and  are the reference and base area, respectively. This approach is probably the simplest 

one that exists. It is obvious that the method cannot produce detailed information of flow 

phenomena. Several computer programs have been written by the present author (Sailaranta and 

Siltavuori 2008) to conduct the preliminary aerodynamic analysis for a generic bullet geometry 

studied. 

 

2.2.3 Theoretical Considerations of Shock Wave Effects 
 

Background 

Simplified theories like the aforementioned slender body theory or the Newtonian sine-squared 

law do not incorporate the concept of shock wave. In this thesis, Newton’s classic method is 

modified by theoretical reasoning in order to include the effects of shock waves and to extend the 

usability of the method to low supersonic speeds. This is also the region where the maximum 

speeds of unmanned vehicles are typically limited. The study is performed in Paper IV.  

The objective of the development work was to find a simple closed-form equation to compute 

the pressure distribution on a vehicle surface. A suitable method for drag minimization purposes 

was needed and no satisfactory method existed in the scientific literature for the speed regime under 

consideration. 

The well-known original Newtonian sine-squared law was later modified at least by Lees 

(Anderson 1990) and re-modified again in this thesis. In the Newtonian flow model, a large number 

of particles impact the vehicle body and then move tangentially to the surface. The tangential 

component of momentum is also preserved. The normal component of the flow velocity is 

considered lost and its time rate of change equals the force caused by the surface. The mass flow 
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and the velocity component both include a sine-term to address the body slope. After some algebra 

one obtains the classic formula for the pressure coefficient = 2 sin  (30) 

In reality abrupt changes take place through shock waves at supersonic velocities, as shown in 

Fig. 5. At very high hypersonic speeds the waves bend more and the compression region between 

the wave and the body becomes thin. Consequently, the Newtonian impact theory may be readily 

used. 
 

 

Figure 5.  Pattern of oblique shock waves at a low supersonic Mach number detected experimentally (image 

by M. Korhonen). 

 

The original Newtonian reasoning does not address the shock wave contribution. This is of 

course no surprise, since in the early days the phenomenon was not known. Furthermore, there were 

no experimental means to study supersonic flow either. The model with impacting particles was an 

obvious starting point for the theory development at the end of the 17th century. Two hundred years 
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later the reality was then revealed experimentally by Ernst Mach, who was the first to utilize optical 

devices capable of sensing the flow density gradients and to photograph the shock wave.  

Current Approach 

In the current approach, the shock wave contribution is implicitly taken into account by 

substituting one of the body slope (δ) sine-terms with a sine-term of a shock wave angle (β). The 

change of velocity normal component is proposed in Paper VI to be sin( ) instead of the 

original one sin( ). This change addresses the fact that the turning of the flow starts to take 

place before impacting the vehicle body. In other words one might say that a vehicle body would 

appear, in the Newtonian outlining, effectively blunter at supersonic speeds. The aforementioned 

angles   and  are defined in Fig. 6. 

There are some irreversible losses present associated with the shock wave. In the Newtonian 

approach, these would appear as a larger loss of the flow velocity in comparison to the original 

schema without the presence of wave. A modern textbook concerning compressible flow may 

instead talk about an effective compression device ahead of the body and the consequent larger 

value of pressure coefficient on the body surface (Anderson 1990). 

 

Figure 6.  An oblique supersonic shock wave at a moderate Mach number detected computationally (image 
by K. Kaarlonen and the author).  
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The term sin  of the Newtonian approach is in this thesis substituted with sin sin . After 

some assumptions concerning the dependence of = ( , ) one ends up with a new formula. A 

novel version of the Newtonian law obtained for a conical element pressure coefficient may be 

written as = √ (sin )√  (31) 

 
The first term in Eq. 31 is simply an approximation for the stagnation pressure coefficient at the 

body nose. Lester Lees improved the original Newtonian formula by including a proper estimation 

for the pressure coefficient at the stagnation point (Anderson 1990). However, this may 

overestimate the pressure drag since it does not take into account the “leak” of flow around a bluff 

nose; the stagnation pressure given by the one-dimensional theory of gas dynamics is valid only at 

one point. The simplified approach of this study takes implicitly into account the leak, and the 

pressure drag of the bluff nose ( = 90°) is fairly well predicted. The stagnation pressure 

coefficient applied by Lees and the result given by the present method are shown in Fig. 7. It is seen 

that the aforementioned leakage effect is present through the Mach number regime considered in the 

thesis. The effect also decreases with increasing Mach number as expected.  

 

Figure 7.  The stagnation point pressure coefficient as a function of the Mach Number. 
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An extremely simple form for the connection = ( , ) was developed in the thesis in order 

to maintain the plain form of the original Newtonian formula. It can be seen that the new formula 

and the original one are actually identical at the Mach number of = 4. However, the connection = ( , ) fails to predict the wave angle properly as the Mach number increases, and finally 

the angle will be the same as the body slope at the Mach number of 4. The method obviously should 

not be used here. However, at lower Mach numbers the agreement is fair enough, which facilitates 

the use of the formula in the Mach number range 1.2 < < 3. 

 

2.2.4 Drag Minimization 
 

An application of the novel method of Subsection 2.2.3 in the field of optimization is discussed 

next. The optimality is also considered in the context of vehicle guidance. However, to address the 

topic of optimality more comprehensively, it is also touched upon related to the aerodynamics. 

The new approach presented in the previous subsection is perhaps the simplest possible way to 

obtain the pressure distribution on a vehicle surface at low and moderate supersonic flows. The 

simple form makes it easy to use in the preliminary design phase and particularly so if combined 

with some optimizing routine. The first-order method may easily be connected with a suitable 

optimization method, e.g. in order to minimize the aerodynamic drag. In this context, simply an 

axisymmetric body drag is minimized with the aid of Eq. (31). The optimization method utilized is 

called the simulated annealing. The theories involved are covered extensively, for example in 

Anderson (1990), Moore (2000), Miele (1965) and Keane & Nair (2005).  

Initial solutions for the geometry looked for are created by utilizing a genetic algorithm scheme. 

The initial geometry population is obtained with the aid of a random number generator. The large 

number of geometry candidates obtained is then limited by a population treatment following the 

philosophy of evolutionary algorithms. The best ones are adopted and also combined further to 

obtain a good starting point for the following phase of simulated annealing. In the simulated 

annealing, the geometry is made to vibrate in a random fashion in order to gradually improve the 

solution. The amplitude of oscillation is then reduced gradually in order to imitate a cooling down 

schema of the annealing. 

A vehicle drag is obtained as a sum of the wave drag, the viscous drag and the base drag. The 

following cost function is then to be minimized in order to determine the minimum drag geometry 
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( , ) = ( − )√ (sin )√ + +  (32) 

subject to ∀  0 ≤ ≤ 2 (33) 

0 ≤ ≤  (34) 

The notations are 

 

vehicle body local slope   

vehicle diameter   

vehicle length    

reference area    

vehicle base area  = ( , ) 

vehicle wetted area  = ∑ ( − ) ( + ) 

skin friction coefficient  =  

base drag coefficient  =  

 
The first wave drag term of Eq. (32) consists of the  estimate from Eq. (31) and the auxiliary 

terms to address the frontal area of piecewise elements properly. The coordinate along a vehicle 

centreline (x) and the corresponding radius (y) are utilized to compute the local inclination angle  

in the equation. Boundary conditions =   (1 < < ), = 0 and =  are also applied to 

prevent a disappearance of the geometry studied. Without the limitations the minimum drag 

geometry would obviously be the one with a zero diameter and length. Fig. 8 shows an example of 

the cooling down process in the annealing phase. The fitness landscape is simple in the present case 

since only one quantity is to be minimized.  Also the rotational symmetry of the geometry makes 

the task effectively two-dimensional from the point of view of handling the geometry data points. 
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Figure 8.  A sketch of the cooling down process and the partly solidified final geometry. The final geometry 
results as the cost function are evaluated during every computation round and only an improved 
geometry is passed for the next round. 

 

2.3 Vehicle Control 
 

2.3.1 Background 
 

A flight controlling system is on-board to make a controlled, stable flight including manoeuvres 

possible. A passive flight control system is studied more closely in this thesis. In the present 

approach the controlling loop is closed, but only the proportional feedback term is present in the 

system. This is so due to the smart structure application, which is considered in Paper III. 

The atmospheric flight of an unguided vehicle is sensitive to external disturbances particularly at 

the initial stage of a trajectory. Relatively small deviations at the early phase may become large at 
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the end of flight path. Furthermore, guided vehicles may fly the beginning of the trajectory without 

an active flight controlling device on and, therefore, some additional damping may be required. 

Random disturbances cause vehicle oscillations, and usually these should be damped out as soon as 

possible. 

One way to relieve disturbance effects is to use the smart structure approach. A good example is 

a gimballed nose which reduces the nose lift. This subject has been studied extensively by Goddard 

(1952), Kranz (1988), Schmidt & Donovan (1998), Barrett & Stutts (1997), as well as by Costello 

& Agarwalla (2001). Costello and Agarwalla use 6-DoF computations to show that the impact point 

accuracy can be significantly improved by means of the moveable nose. Another approach for the 

passive flight control is to use an internal moveable mass in the vehicle, e.g. as described in the 

studies published by Hodapp (1989), and Frost & Costello (2004). A further approach is to allow 

lengthening of the vehicle body in flight, thus obviously benefiting the vehicle's damping 

properties, which has also been one of the topics of this branch of science. 

 

2.3.2 Current Approach 
 

The capability of flexibly mounted fins to dampen disturbances is studied in Paper V. The effect 

of the deformable fins on a vehicle's passive control is documented by Underhill (1980). However, 

in the considerations of this thesis, the fins are allowed to turn around the hinge line. The fins are 

assumed to be rigid and also very light compared to the entire vehicle mass, and no aeroelastic 

phenomena are considered. Additionally, the vehicle is assumed to be sufficiently rigid that the fin 

movement initiates no unwanted resonance phenomena. As an example, Fig. 9 depicts an oscillating 

airborne vehicle with automatically turning fins under the air-load which relieve the disturbance 

effects. 
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Figure 9. A sketch of oscillating airborne vehicle with the turning fins seen in the detailed image. 

 

The Matlab software (MathWorks 2012) was applied in Paper V to find the smart structure 

properties, and more specifically the spring constant for the turning fins. The control loop was 

closed for a fin-stabilized vehicle (or more generally as plant) as depicted in Fig. 10, and the 

corresponding transfer function for the vehicle systems was written. The poles of the system were 

solved to find a suitable gain =  for the case explored. The gain expresses how much a fin 

turns ( = steady-state or commanded value) as the vehicle turns and it is related to the spring 

constant of a flexible joint.  

 

Figure 10.  A block diagram of the fin-stabilized vehicle systems studied. 
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The transfer function 
( )( ) for the turning fin addresses at this point of the research work all the 

model simplifications and uncertainties present in the analysis. The effects of these are studied by 

variation of the damping ratio and the angular velocity of the second order response. The simplified 

transfer function of the closed-loop system was generated based on the standard block diagram 

algebra as follows 
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where  and  are the fin turning damping ratio and angular velocity,  the Laplace variable, ,  
,  the dimensional stability derivatives, and  the dimensional control derivative. 

 

2.4 Vehicle Guidance 
 

2.4.1 Background 
 

Another approach for the mechanics of an unmanned vehicle flight and its optimization concerns 

the vehicle guidance. Generally the guidance system is on-board to generate commands which are 

executed by the controlling system.  

A method called the adjoint approach is introduced in this section. No flight mechanics or 

aerodynamics is actually presented in the analysis but rather a general system is studied. However, 

the results obtained may be interpreted outside the computational loop to present for example a 

guided vehicle carrying out a given flight mission. The approach has a particular merit in quickly 

giving performance projections of linear time-variant systems (Zarchan 1997). The original system 

must be linearized at first in order to accomplish the adjoint system. The fast analysis capability is 

based on the reciprocity of a linear differential equation system (Laning & Battin 1956). 

The adjoint study may be utilized as a part of the vehicle parameter optimization, since typically 

a single analysis is able to replace a massive amount of Monte Carlo simulations of the time domain 

(Zarchan 1997). Particularly stochastic cases demonstrate the real power of the method and insight 
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information of the nature of the system is obtained in a very short time. The known sensitivities of 

the linearized system give basically in one computer run all the solutions. Owing to this feature, one 

does not have to carry out the adjoint simulation again from a new, changed initial situation. The 

system is linear and thus more complex analyses may be carried out utilizing the superposition 

principle for simple basic solutions. Optimal strategies to act or optimal system parameter values 

are hence revealed at a glance. 

Utilization of the adjoint method seems to have been quite limited so far, at least in civilian 

applications of mechanics. This is probably partly due to the laborious traditional way of 

constructing the adjoint system. In order to do so one must reverse the signal flow of the 

computational loop and apply simultaneously the rules of the system transform described, for 

example, in Zarchan (1997). A modern and more straightforward way to construct the adjoint or 

dual system is given, for example, in Weiss (2005) and in Paper II. The approach to accomplish the 

dual system is discussed more closely after presentation of the traditional approach. 

 

2.4.2 Traditional Approach for an Adjoint System 
 

Figure 11 attempts to illustrate the adjoint system via a block diagram. The block-diagram-based 

approach used in this subsection is the traditional way to introduce the method. The simple system 

consists of five first-order lags which are seen as the five smaller loops in the main one. The lags 

stand for any of the system components whatsoever. A law controlling the system behaviour is seen 

on the right in the loop of Fig. 11. In this case it is the traditional form for the proportional 

navigation. 

The essential information of Fig. 11 is that a loop signal which was flowing clockwise in the 

time domain presentation is reversed anticlockwise in the adjoint system. The time does not run 

backwards in the integration but instead of that a new variable, time-to-go will. The adjoint 

simulation results looked for are constructed in a network outside the loop, because the loop is 

physically meaningless for the signal. In Fig. 11, the post-processing network is seen on the left. In 

the time domain that would be the shaping network of the incoming signal. The output quantity of 

the time-domain loop is disturbed in the adjoint system with an impulse value of 1 (the initial 

condition of IC=1 in Fig. 11). This is done to start the signal flow. The time domain input, i.e. the 

system disturbance is the adjoint-loop outcome. In the example discussed in Chapter 3 the time 

domain disturbance would be the target manoeuvring. 
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Figure 11.   An adjoint or a dual model of the time domain system. The results looked for are obtained by 
filtering the signal properly outside the loop (on the left). The system properties are modelled 
through the five first-order transfer functions in this case. 

 

2.4.3 State-space Presentation 
 

As mentioned, the adjoint analysis starts from the linearized model of the system studied. In the 

state-space approach, the canonical Hamiltonian is written at first and the corresponding Lagrangian 

dual is then obtained by transposing the  -matrix. The dual system consists of original system 

sensitivities which reveal the system response with respect to a changing environment/situation. 

The solution of the resulting equation set is again obtained by integrating them backwards with 

respect to the time-to-go. 

A time-variant system can be written in the state-space form  

 )()( tt BuAxx  (36) 

 )(tCxy  (37) 

The adjoint or dual of the time-forward state-space model is given as 
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 Tadj Cx )0(  (39) 
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 adjTadj xBy  (40) 

The variable tgo = tF - t is the time-to-go from the impulse initiation to the end condition, and tF 

is the final time or the time of flight. The transpose  of the original output matrix  initializes the 

system correspondingly as the impulse in the traditional presentation. Non-negative Lagrangian 

multipliers are one interpretation for the dual variables, i.e. the system gradients of the matrix . 

Also the term shadow price is used in the field of optimization. The term typically exists in the 

context of stationary tasks and describes the system sensitivity around the optimal solution. 

Basically a loop studied might describe reasonably well similar kinds of processes of many 

application fields. The adjoint system integration provides cumulative indexes or budgets as 

function of time-to-go (tgo) and, as mentioned, their physical interpretation is carried out afterwards.  
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3  Selected Results and Discussion 
 

3.1 Vehicle Flight Mechanics at High Angles of Attack 
 

The purpose of the extensive analyses of aerodynamics and flight mechanics carried out is to 

shed light on the complex flight of a fast-spinning bullet flying at very high angles of attack. The 

ultimate goal of the work discussed is to develop a bullet geometry with a very low terminal 

velocity and a limited range after the supersonic flight phase. To ensure this, the bullet should be 

unstable through the subsonic speed region while flying with the nose or the base ahead. After 

tumbling over it should not re-stabilize again. The basic research work concerning the principles of 

the topic is conducted in this thesis. Some practical applications are considered, for example, in 

Saarela et al. (2011). The topic is also discussed in Sailaranta et al. (2011a) and in Sailaranta et al. 

(2013). The obvious purpose of the development work is to decrease the amount of shooting 

accidents, discussed for example in Incorvaia et al. (2007). 

Simulations have been performed for an upwards-fired bullet, and the phenomena of a falling 

phase at the large angles of attack has particularly been studied in this work. The generic bullet 

geometry is shown in Fig. 12. The topic discussed in the present thesis is not a subject of many 

analyses in the scope of computational flight mechanics. Pertinent references to validate the results 

adequately are not available and only a few results for a bullet terminal velocity were found.  

 

 

Figure 12.  The generic 7.62 mm bullet studied. 
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The flow field around a fast-spinning bullet is asymmetric due to viscous phenomena; the 

asymmetry causes an aerodynamic coupling, which is studied Paper I. The coupling causes the 

destabilizing effect looked for, which is widely called the Magnus effect in scientific literature. The 

Magnus moment in particular plays a key role in the stability considerations. The total aerodynamic 

moment vector together with the pitching moment and the Magnus moment contributions are 

depicted in Fig. 13. The bullet is seen from the rear. The total moment vector is obtained as a sum 

of the components as illustrated in the figure. The fairly large contribution of a pitching moment 

vector is oblique to the plane formed by the vehicle centreline and the velocity vector V. The total 

static moment vector is seen to rotate a little bit anticlockwise in the example due to the effective 

asymmetry caused by the viscous phenomena. The consequence of the asymmetry, the Magnus 

moment vector, points up in Fig. 13 and thus the moment turns the bullet nose to the left in this 

case. The Magnus contribution is seen to be small. However, a relatively small turning of the 

aerodynamic moment vector is usually enough to make the fast-spinning bullet tumble. In the 

considerations of Paper I the behaviour is desired at lower velocities in order to limit the flight 

distances and the terminal velocities. 

Based on the studies conducted and reported, for example in Saarela & al. (2011), it is suggested 

that a slight modification of the bullet base area might provide the Magnus effect large enough at 

the subsonic speed regime without spoiling the supersonic performance. Such modifications 

typically consist of bevelling the bullet base-geometry resulting in an angular cross-section of the 

base. Another possible approach might be a rounded base resembling a hemisphere. In that case, the 

supersonic flight phase might require a backward facing step just before the round shape in order to 

fix the flow separation and to decrease the dispersion. However, in this thesis only the physics for 

the traditional bullet geometry is considered. 
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Figure 13. The total static aerodynamic moment vector of a bullet consists of pitching and Magnus 
components. The velocity V is in the vertical plane and the pitching moment vector points to the 
right. 

  

Another different coupling type also discussed especially in Paper I is an oscillation resonance of 

the flow and the vehicle body. This was seen to take place for a bullet falling approximately 

sidewise when the flow and the natural vehicle frequencies matched. The buffeting type 

phenomenon was associated with the time-dependent nature of the Magnus effect. In certain 

conditions only the oscillatory component of the Magnus moment was discovered in the flow 

simulations. 

The flow-field details are obviously only qualitatively predicted by the URANS-approach 

applied in cases of massive separation at the very large angles of attack. However, the cross 

quantities such as the Strouhal number should be fairly accurate if the resolution of the temporal 

scale is adequate (Young & Ooi, 2007). The Strouhal number is a dimensionless parameter 

associated with the frequencies of an oscillatory flow. The numerically simulated results for the 

Strouhal number appeared as expected, which supports the resonance analysis that was conducted. 

The uncertainty concerning the amplitude of the oscillatory Magnus moment was addressed by 

varying the amplitude in the trajectory simulations. 
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An example of the simulated flow-field around the bullet base region is seen in Fig. 14. The 

fluctuating velocity map makes the time-dependent nature of the flow clearly visible. Four 

instantaneous moments with a time interval of 0.00025 s between the frames are seen in Fig.14. The 

Strouhal numbers obtained for the fluctuation are from 0.15 to 0.23 and the expected, typical value 

for a long cylinder would be approximately 0.2. The deviations from the expected value might be 

partly due to the three dimensional flow phenomena around the body base. 

  

 

Figure 14.  The flow velocity around the base of the 7.62 mm projectile. Dimensionless spin is ̂  = 0.479 
and the angle of attack is 135º. The interval between the frames is 0.00025 s and the bullet 
rotates once in the figure.  

 

According to the trajectory simulations made, the time-dependent component of the Magnus 

moment affects the flight of a falling bullet in two different ways. In the trajectory simulations at 

launch angles around 81° and above, the static Magnus moment (if large enough) initiates at some 

point the turning of a bullet which is falling base first. However, the tumbling is halted due to the 

disappearance of the stationary Magnus moment. Only the oscillatory component of the moment is 

present in flight as the bullet is falling at large angles of attack in the simulations. The frequency of 

the oscillatory component is beyond the natural frequencies of the bullet at the falling velocities and 

hence ineffective in continuing to turn the bullet. As a result, the bullet ends up falling 

approximately sidewise with a very low terminal velocity. An example of the falling bullet 

behaviour is sketched in Fig. 15. Owing to a lack of experimental data or other published studies 
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concerning the topic, it is unclear at the moment whether the phenomenon can be exploited in a 

controlled manner to lock the bullet into falling sidewise.  

In the simulations it turned out that the time-dependent, buffeting-type flow phenomenon 

described may also initiate the bullet oscillation under some circumstances. This would take place 

at very low flight velocities near the trajectory apex where the flow and the bullet natural 

frequencies may match.  The resonance appears at large angles of attack and introduces a lot of 

energy into the system in a very short time. This process takes place in the simulations only at very 

large launch angles, of the order of 85°. The bullet vibration initiated in this way was seen to 

maintain at the base-down falling phase and to increase later to a large oscillatory movement even 

in the case of a moderate instability. 

A third possible way to quickly evoke the bullet vibration is suggested to be a controlled mass 

unbalance. A small mass asymmetry in the bullet nose area does not spoil the supersonic 

performance but might make the bullet respond immediately even in the case of moderate instability 

in the later part of the trajectory. The topic has also been under an investigation by the author and 

discussed briefly i.a. in Sailaranta (2010).  

In any of the approaches discussed above, the bullet should not re-stabilize nose or  base first. It 

should rather remain falling sidewise as presented or the instability should be initially strong 

enough to make the bullet spin around the lateral axis all the way down. Re-stabilization would 

speed up the bullet velocity in a fairly short time with a high terminal velocity as a consequence. 

Figure 16 shows computationally obtained terminal velocities for an upwards-fired bullet. A 

widely presented result for the terminal velocity of an upwards-fired 7.62 mm bullet (0.30 calibre) 

is about 90 m/s (Hatcher 2008). This is near to the simulated result of Fig. 16 for a bullet landing 

base first. In the case there was no effective mechanism present enough in the simulations to initiate 

the bullet tumbling over. 
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Figure 15.  The in-flight behaviour of a bullet at the end of falling at a velocity of 40 m/s. 
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Figure 16. A terminal velocity of the 7.62 mm bullet as a function of the launch angle.  

 

As shown in Fig. 16, the bullet was able to turn nose down at the apex up to a launch angle of 

81°. High terminal velocities were discovered at any launch angles in the simulations if the steady 

Magnus moment (or any other mechanism) was not able to initiate the tumbling of the base or the 

nose ahead of the falling bullet. The velocities are about 130 m/s and 85 m/s for the nose and the 

base first landing cases respectively. The velocity of about 40 m/s in the figure represents the 

simulated result for the sidewise landing bullet. The retarded velocity is obtained, for example, if 

the base-first falling bullet starts to tumble at some point in the falling phase but does not turn all 

the way nose down. The phenomenon would appear due to the aforementioned time-dependence of 

the Magnus moment. With these assumptions made, the behaviour is similar for the nose-first 

falling bullet even though this is not considered more closely in the simulations. 

The phenomena discussed are the subject of simulations, but the author possesses no 

experimental means to validate the results presented. 
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3.2 Application of the Modified Newtonian Approach 
 

A novel version of the Newtonian sine-squared law was developed in Subsection 2.2.3. The 

modification implicitly addresses the shock-wave effects which are not present in the original 

approach. In this section applications of the method are discussed more closely.   

Many test cases are given in Paper IV in order to demonstrate the usability of the method based 

on Eq. (31). Only one result for a 15° semi-vertex angle cone is repeated in this summary. Instead, 

an application of the method in the optimization is described to give a more comprehensive 

presentation of the issue.  

Figure 17 shows a Mach number trend of the pressure coefficient  obtained for a cone of 15° 

semi-vertex angle δ. It can be seen that the original formula does not give reasonable results at low 

and moderate supersonic Mach numbers. The present method of Eq. (31) referred to as the Re-

modified Newton in Fig. 17 gives in this case a fairly good coefficient trend down to Mach number 

1.5.  

 

Figure 17.  Mach-trend of the pressure coefficient  for a 15° semi-vertex angle cone. 
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Figure 18 shows examples of axially symmetric geometries of a minimum drag obtained at the 

Mach number of = 3, while applying the approaches of Subsections 2.2.3 and 2.2.4. The 

geometry length to diameter ratio was the only fixed quantity in the computations. The geometries 

discovered by the author are seen on the left, and the comparison results presented in McCoy (1999) 

and Moore (2000) are on the right. The solutions for three different body lengths are seen to 

resemble each other reasonably well. The corresponding optimal geometries appeared as blunter at 

low supersonic Mach numbers. This follows from the fact that the bluntness near the body centre-

line punishes less in the value of the cost function of Eq. (32). At low speeds Eq. (31) gives a more 

linear behaviour with respect to the body slope; the trend was notified already by Euler (Anderson 

1990). Slightly higher pressure values associated with the bluntness are allowed in the cost function 

(Eq. 31) since they affect the relatively small frontal area of the geometry tip region. 

 

Figure 18.   Minimum drag geometries of three different lengths. The geometries found in this study are 
seen on the left, and the comparison results are on the right. 

 

A Mach trend of the drag coefficient for the minimum drag geometry (minimized at Mach 

number of 3 for the length-to-diameter ratio of 5) obtained was also computed in the current study 

and the results are shown in Fig. 19 with the curve estimated by McCoy (1999). The agreement of 

the results is quite good, particularly in the speed region studied. 
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Figure 19.  The Mach number trend of the zero-yaw drag coefficient for the minimum drag geometry with 
l/d = 5. 

 

3.3 Use of a Smart Structure in a Vehicle Control 
 

Section 2.3 explains the approach of this thesis in order to damp oscillations of an unguided 

airborne vehicle. The oscillatory behaviour is settled by means of the turning fins. The background 

of the theoretical methods applied is briefly considered in Section 2.3 as well.  The roots or poles of 

the transfer function considered were solved for selected gain values by employing the control 

toolbox of Matlab. Figure 20 shows the system pole-zero map in the frequency plane for several 

gains, i.e. the joint flexibility values. The root-pairs for a rigid fin-stabilized vehicle (see Fig. 20) 

without any extra damping are seen on the right and left as marked with the circular symbols. The 

root-pair on the right close to the origin but still on the stable left-hand side clearly causes the weak 

damping properties of the vehicle. The pole-pair was shifted to the left in order to increase the 

vehicle damping. This was obtained by allowing some flexibility for the fin-body joint. 
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Figure 20.   A frequency domain pole-zero map with the variable gain value. The double-ended arrow shows 
the chosen pole locations. 

 

The roots for the finally chosen gain value = −0.5 are indicated with the double-arrow in 

Fig. 20. The gain value indicates that the steady-state fin deflection is a half of the value of angle of 

attack. The negative sign indicates the fin turning to the opposite direction with respect to the 

vehicle body. The opposite turning results from the hinge line location at the leading edge of the 

fins. The gain value offers a good damping behaviour and also enough safety margin for somewhat 

higher flight velocities. The effect of a more flexible joint or a higher velocity is to move the other 

pole to the unstable right-hand side, as marked with the arrow. The control is lost completely in 

such a case. 

The gain  value chosen, or in other words the joint flexibility chosen, was next assessed in the 

design environment and the system time-domain response on impulse was evaluated. The response 

of the vehicle linear model and the corresponding time history of the fin deflection are shown in 

Fig. 21. The results may be interpreted to indicate the vehicle angle of attack and the fin deflection 

angle. The steady-state equivalent deflection is denoted as a “Fin command” and the true response 

of the fins is called a “Fin deflection”. The time history of the vehicle response is plotted on top in 

Fig. 21 and the weakly damped response of the open loop is also shown. In this case the open loop 

means simply the rigid vehicle construction. The time history shown confirms the effectivity of the 

control approach considered. 
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Figure 21.  The impulse responses in the time domain for the linearized closed-loop and the open-loop 
systems (on top). The amplitude seen is the vehicle angle of attack. The lower figure shows the 
closed-loop response again with the associated fin deflection data.  

 

Finally, the vehicle behaviour was studied by applying the standard non-linear 6-DoF approach. 

Figure 22 shows a comparison for the linear and the non-linear time-domain result. The fin turning 

damping ratio is exceptionally low in this case. However, the agreement is seen to be quite 

reasonable and the high overall damping ratio is still achieved. 
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Figure 22.  The time-domain impulse responses of the linearized and non-linear system. The non-linear time 
trend is marked with the dashed line. 

   

The immediate counteraction of the fins, seen in Fig. 21, slows down the vehicle oscillation and 

this might be the proper approach, for example, in the case of deploying an extra fuel-tank in an 

airplane. However, the instant deflection of the fins does not return the vehicle to its original flight 

path, which might be an important issue for the flight of a ballistic vehicle. Based on the analysis 

carried out in Paper III, the proper flight path is regained after a disturbance if the system initiation 

is delayed a half period time (of the open loop response). In other words, the vehicle should fly fins 

locked at the launch and also a short time after that. In the current approach a properly chosen dead-

time before initiating the control phase allows a reversal correction action to take place before 

settling of the oscillation. The trajectory correction mechanism is thus different from the one of the 

moveable nose proposed in the literature (see Paper III). To the author’s knowledge the proposed 

approach for the trajectory angle correction has not been published in scientific literature. 

 

3.4 Use of Adjoint in Vehicle Guidance Studies 
 

The use of the adjoint method is illustrated in the context of airborne vehicle guidance, since the 

approach suits very well for the purpose. However, the method is not limited to guidance or flight 

studies, and other possible applications are probably numerous in the field of mechanics. The 

application of the scheme in optimization is covered in this section. 
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The example considers an end-game of a missile and a target. The discussion is basically the 

same as in Paper II but the case presented in this summary (Sailaranta 2011b) is more illustrative 

and interesting, since it is truly airborne. The two vehicles fly towards each other in a head-on 

engagement at the altitude of 3 000 meters and the target performs a 7g barrel roll as the evasive 

manoeuvre. The engagement schema is shown in Fig. 23. The avoidance manoeuvre is three-

dimensional and this must be addressed also in the adjoint considerations. The shaping network of 

the adjoint signal corresponding to the ideal barrel roll is shown in Fig. 11. The network is just 

another way to introduce the manoeuvre effects. 

The concept of the ideal barrel means that the actual, helical flight path in the time domain is 

obtained mathematically simply by utilizing trigonometric functions. This causes an abrupt 

manoeuvre initiation instead of the continuous one in reality. The adjoint network shown on the left 

in Fig. 11 introduces a discontinuous lateral (for example vertical) velocity component in the 

initiation. It also includes a sudden target acceleration in the horizontal direction due to the cosine-

term. These are present in order to make the study at first match with the time domain analysis of 

Imado & Miwa (1994). They studied the case described by utilizing the 6-DoF approach and the 

acceleration autopilot model for the interceptor. 

This abrupt manner to initiate the manoeuvre may cause large miss distance (minimum distance) 

peaks at the small tgo values. The adjoint-loop signal is employed to obtain at first the miss 

distances in the vertical and horizontal directions by applying the superposition approach. Figure 11 

shows one way to find the miss distance components in the oblique planes. The three-dimensional 

miss distance looked for is finally obtained as a Euclidian norm for the components.  

The three-dimensional miss distances obtained are given in Fig. 24 as a function of the barrel roll 

rate and the time-to-go. The time domain results are obtained in several simulations utilizing the 5-

DoF approach described in Chapter 2. The agreement of the results is seen to be at least fair. The 

time domain analysis includes also limiters for the missile manoeuvring and this enlarges the miss 

distances peaks. In addition, the closing velocity decreases in the final phases due to the 

manoeuvring and this shifts the time-domain results to the right to the larger values of the time-to-

go. The phenomena are not employed in the adjoint domain, even though the latter effect may be 

introduced following the logics of the method. It is unclear to the author if the former effect could 

be, at least partially imitable by a suitable modification of the network of Fig. 11.   

Based on the results shown in Fig. 24, a short-time manoeuvring should be performed at the 

lowest angular velocity 1 rad/s considered. A lengthy barrel should be executed at a higher roll rate 
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from 1.5 rad/s to 2 rad/s to maximize the miss distance. Nevertheless, as mentioned, the result 

concerning the short-time manoeuvring effectivity is due to the discontinuous initiation of target 

movement. 

The three-dimensional avoidance manoeuvre against the missile threat will lead to constant miss 

distances in the adjoint analysis if the avoidance manoeuvre endurance is long enough. The steady-

state solution also gives the maximum miss distance if the barrel roll manoeuvre is introduced in a 

continuous, realistic manner. The statement concerning the steady-state maximum holds for an 

analysis which involves the traditional proportional navigation as the navigation algorithm. More 

advanced algorithms may make the shaped adjoint signal (= the miss distance) diminish completely.  

 

Figure 23.   A high-g barrel roll as the evasive manoeuvre in the head-on engagement studied (image by J. 
Öström). 
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Figure 24.  Miss distances as a function tgo obtained in the 5-DoF non-linear simulations (on top) and in the 
adjoint analysis (below).  
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The step-like initiation of the ideal barrel roll has its consequences, as can be seen in Fig. 24 and 

documented also by Imado and Miwa (1994). The suddenly appearing target manoeuvre might be 

interpreted as a successful use of counter measures. If this were not the case, the present 

discontinuities may be eliminated by modifying the post-processing or shaping network on the left 

in Fig. 11. In order to illustrate that, we ignore at first the initial vertical velocity of the target as the 

adjoint-loop outcome is manipulated. The network simplification is carried out by removing the 

down-turning branch on the left in Fig. 11. Secondly the acceleration-related cosine-term on the top 

of Fig. 11 is removed and the barrel manoeuvre is constructed utilizing only the network branch 

involving the sine-term. The use of the sine-term only causes a smooth target behaviour with a 

realistic manoeuvring time constant. One may combine two sine-acceleration outcomes in such a 

way that the horizontal manoeuvre is initiated later. In order do so, the vertical adjoint f(tgo) result 

for the miss distance is shifted to the right in the direction of growing tgo value by an amount of 

¼Troll, where Troll stands for the flight time of the barrel roll. After shifting, the vertical component 

is rotated 90° about the tgo axis. The shifted and rotated result is used as the horizontal miss distance 

component and the three-dimensional norm is again computed normally. The process described is 

illustrated in Fig. 26. The miss distances obtained for the barrel roll manoeuvre initiated in different 

ways are given in Fig. 25. The results shown are valid for the target roll rate of 1 rad/s. The lags of 

the target vehicle decrease the effectivity of the manoeuvre and require an earlier initiation of the 

action in order to clearly evade the interceptor threat. The miss distance peak of the short time 

manoeuvring shown also in Fig. 24 is seen to vanish completely. 
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Figure 25.  The miss distances obtained in the adjoint simulations as a function tgo. The ideal manoeuvre 

initiation effects are relaxed with the modifications of the shaping network. 
 

 
Figure 26.   Construction of the three-dimensional miss distances for the realistically manoeuvring target. 

The three-dimensional result is shown with the solid line. 
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Figure 27 compares the results obtained using the adjoint and the time domain approaches for the 

realistic barrel manoeuvre with the roll rate of 1 rad/s. The miss distances are shown as a function 

of the time-to-go . The results are seen to match quite reasonably in this case of no abrupt 

manoeuvring. The topic is discussed in a more detail in Sailaranta (2011). 

 

Figure 27. The miss distance between the vehicles as a function of time-to-go tgo since the evasive 
manoeuvre initiation. The barrel roll rate of aircraft is 1 rad/s and it is pulling at 7g. 

 

The barrel of 1 rad/s as the avoidance manoeuvre is once more explored in Fig. 28. In this 

example, the adjoint solution is utilized to determine the manoeuvre effectivity if two missiles are 

launched against the target. The so-called salvo (launch of two missiles) was constructed by shifting 

the three-dimensional solution for miss distance in the tgo domain. The shift takes into account a 

time-delay of the secondary missile launch. As explained, the three-dimensional result for the miss 

distance already includes some operations carried out spatially and in the tgo domain. The second 

missile with a launch delay of 0.5 s is seen to cancel the benefit obtained by the manoeuvre. The 

analysis might be expanded further to cover, for example, the two missiles approaching from 

different directions. This would be conducted utilizing the trigonometric functions and the 

aforementioned superposition principle.  
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Figure 28.  Miss distance between vehicles as a function of time-to-go tgo since the evasive manoeuvre 

initiation. The effect of salvo is obtained by shifting the result in the tgo domain. 

 

As pointed out, the steady-state miss distance for the realistic barrel roll is also the maximum one 

(see Fig. 25). The steady-state stands here for a long manoeuvring time before the moment of 

minimum distance occurs between the vehicles. The Lagrangian multipliers (or sensitivities) in the 

system matrix are not zero at the large tgo values, even though the situation does not seem to change 

anymore. The filtering of a loop signal (i.e. the manoeuvring) is in this case carried out through 

such shaping networks where the proportional navigation algorithm efforts to make the integral 

vanish are cancelled. The integral or the miss distance disappears if the missile is able to estimate, 

for example, the lateral accelerations of the target. 

It is also seen in Fig. 24 that different constant values for the steady-state miss distances are 

obtained for the manoeuvres of different barrel roll rates. It might seem many analyses of the 

adjoint run are needed to determine the optimal barrel roll rate to maximize the avoidance 

manoeuvre benefit, since a single tgo result does not give a hint in this respect. However, Zarchan 

(2007) provides an interesting discussion concerning the use of the Fourier analysis to refine the 

results obtained. The amplitudes related to the barrel roll frequency are exposed by the spectral 
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analysis of the adjoint result. The approach with combined methods makes the analysis repetition 

needless and furthermore increases the power of the adjoint method. Figure 29 shows an example 

result of such a combined method analysis. In this figure, the maximum for the steady-state miss 

distance is shown as a function of the target weave rate. The manoeuvre executed is the barrel roll 

as in previous examples. The target vehicle is a highly manoeuvrable UAV in this case. A barrel 

weave period lasting about 2 seconds (3 rad/s) would be the optimum in this case to maximize the 

miss distance peak.  

 

Figure 29.  The peak miss distance between the vehicles as a function of the barrel roll rate. 
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3.5 Atmospheric Turbulence  
 

The effects of atmospheric turbulence on the flight were computed for several vehicles by 

applying the aforementioned Dryden method. The results were subsequently utilized in evaluating 

the momentary radar cross section (RCS) of airborne vehicles in Paper V. The vehicles analyzed 

included both unmanned and manned. 

Cook (2013) carried out linear studies concerning a fighter-type aircraft response to normal 

turbulence velocity  on a low-speed approach to landing (see p. 477). He obtains an RMS normal 

load factor response of 0.123 g as the RMS turbulence intensity is of 10 ft/s. The computations were 

repeated in this thesis by applying the non-linear approach. Besides the pitch stability augmentation 

of Cook (2013), a small integral gain was needed to ensure a smooth flight path to the ground as the 

actual trajectory of the airplane was evaluated. Figure 30 shows the time history of the normal load 

during the last 30 seconds of the approach. The turbulence is “on” the last 20 seconds. The standard 

deviation obtained in this study is 0.11 g in comparison to 0.123 g of Cook (2013). It seems that at 

least the vehicle model and the method implementation are correct. However, the instantaneous 

orientation of an unknown vehicle obviously depends on many issues which are typically unknown 

and need to be estimated at least approximately. Also there exists a need to find out good quality 

experimental data concerning the turbulence effects in order to estimate capability of the 

computational method to provide the information looked for. 
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Figure 30.  The normal load factor time history. 
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4  Conclusions 
 

This dissertation introduces different perspectives to the atmospheric flight mechanics of 

unmanned vehicles. Certain flight qualities are sought, which mainly take place through the 

interaction of the air and vehicle body. The desired mutual interference is pursued by use of an 

appropriate exterior shape of the vehicles. The vehicle appearance may also be variable and the 

geometry changes may be obtained by passive or active means. The former designates in this 

context a smart structure which re-shapes itself according to the situation. The latter stands for the 

usual controlling approach, which is implicitly present in the guided vehicle studies. 

The part of the work concerning the high angle of attack studies for the generic bullet geometry 

represents the approach of a properly designed external form. The bullet flight range and terminal 

velocity were limited by means of controlled instability in the subsonic speed region. The 

aerodynamic interaction called the Magnus effect causes the bullet to tumble if the effect is large 

enough. In practice, large enough means a tilt of the total aerodynamic vector by a couple of 

degrees only. This is obtained through viscous phenomena, the bullet spin and the proper bullet 

design. The design might include an angular cross-section of the bullet base-geometry or a rounded 

base resembling a hemisphere. 

In the trajectory simulations carried out for an ordinary generic bullet fired upwards, the 

tumbling took place mostly due to the steady Magnus moment. However, the time-dependent 

component of the moment also evoked oscillations if the natural frequencies of the flow and the 

body matched at the very small flight velocities near the apex.  

The time-dependent, buffeting-type flow phenomena mentioned also locked the bullet into 

falling sidewise, which is beneficial for the purposes here. The destabilizing static Magnus moment 

disappeared at the large angles of attack, and the remaining fluctuating flow/moment could not 

continue to make the turning bullet fall nose or base first. This inefficiency occurred due to the non-

matching frequencies of the bullet and the flow at the higher velocities in the falling phase. The 

Magnus moment was effectively negligible for the system dynamics. The static pitching moment 

slope was zero or slightly negative at angles of attack, which in part also contributed to the bullet 

stabilization. The simulations clearly indicate retarded terminal velocities in the case of a sidewise 

falling bullet. The controlled instability might slow down the terminal velocities from about 100 

m/s to approximately 40 m/s. The idea of exploiting the unsteadiness of the flow and the Magnus 
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moment in order to slow down bullet terminal velocities is new to the author’s knowledge and a 

subject for future research work. 

The shock wave effects were discussed as the well-known sine-squared law of Newton was 

modified in the thesis to compute the pressure coefficient on the vehicle surface. The approach of 

the thesis resembles the original one and results in a novel formula with the Mach number also 

involved. The Mach number is present not only in the stagnation pressure value but also in the 

exponent of the sin ( )-term giving the proper trend for the pressure coefficient at lower Mach 

numbers too. The new formula is identical to the original one at the Mach number of four and it is 

aimed to be used at clearly lower supersonic speeds. To the author’s knowledge no other simple, 

closed-form equation exists which would give reasonable pressure distributions on the surface of a 

vehicle body. The original Newtonian law is independent of the Mach number and becomes usable 

only at the very high speeds where the independence phenomenon is also the reality. 

The novel method to calculate the pressure coefficient distribution on the body surface was 

tested by computing drag coefficients for various axisymmetric geometries and also in determining 

minimum drag geometries. The simple form of the law allowed quick and straightforward studies to 

be combined with the method of simulated annealing. All the results obtained were satisfying and 

an extension of the theory for the two-dimensional flow might be worth studying in the near future. 

The control authority through a smart structure was also considered in the thesis. The capability 

of flexibly mounted, turning fins to dampen in-flight disturbances was studied through linear 

analysis and numerical simulations. In the considerations, the fins were assumed to be rigid and also 

very light compared to the entire vehicle mass. Instead of relieving sidewise forces during a 

disturbance, the proposed mechanism increases the damping of oscillations. The construction was 

seen not only to damp out the vehicle oscillations but also to correct the flight path if applied after a 

proper delay. As far as the author knows, the flight path correction method with the delayed 

unlocking of the fins has not been previously published in scientific literature. The approach 

included some simplifications and, for example, the fin dynamics was introduced only through a 

transfer function. Future research work should at least include a more detailed model of fin 

mechanics with the mass properties, etc. present. The combined simulation of the flow and the 

vehicle mechanics may also be required at some point.  

The flight guidance studies carried out concentrate mainly around the introduction of the applied 

method called adjoint. The method provides a way to quickly obtain most of the relevant data of a 

system studied. In this respect, the method may be exploited in order to study and optimize 
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linearized systems. The simple adjoint model utilized in this thesis might in principle describe any 

fictional system, since the transfer functions applied are just a general presentation of signal flow 

delays. The signal-integrals accumulate backwards based on the system sensitivities and obtain their 

real-world interpretation outside the loop. The law of proportional navigation present in the loop is 

the only link to the guidance studies of an airborne vehicle. 

The example considered in the study is a head-on engagement of an aircraft and a missile. The 

former flies a high-g-barrel roll as an avoidance manoeuvre. The relevant quantity sought is the 

miss distance of the vehicles, which is obtained also by utilizing the ordinary time-domain 

simulations. The adjoint method gives the engagement scenario data in one computer run providing 

the information needed in order to avoid the threat by the interceptor. Combination of the adjoint 

method with other analysis tools increases furthermore the power of the method. This might be one 

of the future research lines of the field. Speaking more generally, looking for entirely new 

applications in the field of applied mechanics might be even a more rewarding topic in the near 

future. 

The effects of atmospheric turbulence on the flight were computed for several vehicles by 

applying the Dryden method. The results were subsequently utilized in evaluating the momentary 

radar cross section (RCS) of airborne vehicles. The methods and models are believed to be properly 

implemented but there is an obvious need to validate the method itself in order to proceed in the 

studies. 
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The thesis deals with topics emerging in the 
field of aerial flight of unmanned vehicles. In  
this framework, aerodynamics, flight 
mechanics, flight control and the guidance 
of unmanned vehicles are discussed. In 
addition, some issues related to vehicle 
design and flight optimization are 
considered. An underlying principle of the 
thesis has been to increase general 
knowledge concerning the flight of 
unmanned airborne vehicles. The work was 
carried out in order to benefit the industry. 
It is also hoped that the wide perspective of 
the thesis will support education on the 
university level. 
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